
Introduction
->

Number oftransisters doubles every
18-24 months

confused as performance because as something getsmaller.
itcan bemodified quickly
stopped improving clock speeds since 2005 - 2006

Access line bandwidthhave bucoxtimes
in the

same time

As a resultproblem ofefficientnetwork design

is being extensively explored

-> kernel network stack optimizations

-> hardware
offloads

->
clean slate userspace

network stacks



Linuxnetwork stack
man

Informs device ID

which itcan control

① Sp ↑
Install function-a

i) Driver firstloads itself into kernet pointers todevice
settp

·ii) Then kernel needs toilgive out which device driver

to control each device

ii) kernels calls probefunction of thedevice driver

which sets up the device

->
Talk aboutRX

↳ setting up

memory queve
here

↳ init of struct net-device representing
↓ network device]

sets function

pointers for operations
that network subsystem needs to

control thedevice

SEg: ndo-start-xmit:igb-xmit- frames

⑩ IRNAPI
Packet -> IRD -> packetprocessing

Bottleneck on high packetrate

NAPI allows device drivers toregister a poll function

Register an interrupt handler

Enable interrupts

-- Now device is
up
-



:
blay toexecute driver code outside theinterrupt handler

Why?Cannotdo much, work needs tobe deferred

to softing context

Series ofkernel thread (oneper CPU)
↳e run handler functions registered for different

softing events

(Registration happens during setup]

③ Data arrives
men

Packet arrives at NIC

Itpicks a descriptor off an ing

Dana,packinRanusingdecipherapatinisare
Interrupt

handler disables furtherinterrupts
and trigger
↓

RET_RX_SOFTIRG sotting let's thekernel look
threa

at the softing
Asotting get

scheduled to run

when its looking to

on CPU schedule something to

7 COV
↳ cells loop() function rm

on

before

registered
harvests packets

loop) is bounded from NIC

weightand
time

configurable



After MAPI loop finishes

disable NAPI+enable interrupts
↓.

opposite oftriggering
NET_RX_SOFTIRD

Inside poll

Picks a descriptor from Mx ring and builds shb around

the packet
Frees the descriptor

for the NIC to user

Tries to getthe
whole frame into sleb

Passes this sky to napi-gro-recieve()

GRO tries to coalesce packets
Is makes sense because less processing for

kernel to do

You can choose to
switch this off

thand off packet toprotocol layer

④ Talk aboutRSS and RPS

mu

Why is RSS important
via an indirection

table

How does ithappen
->

<-tuple harsh +mask give
in indirection table

whichentry

Advanced NICs can configure

complicatedrules
tomatch

packet withRx queue



RPS is a software implementation of RSS

ashy
needed hardware supportofmultiple

~

&xqueues notneeded

I advance filters in software

⑤isocket
and so. REUSEPORT

Listen socket passive socket Talk about how applications
use]

accepti #plication
&
--

Ack- AcceptGreve

8.
-

sose
Talk aboutthe scaling bottleneck withthis approach

Introduce SO_REUSEPORTand
how itsolves this

problem
Talk abouthow SO_REUSEPORT works

Emphasize why socketselected

SoTE randomly



Why Kernel Bypass?
   Connection Locality
VFS overheads
System call overheads
     ● Memory allocation and deallocation
● and more .........
Linux kernel was not built for being on the data path of 40 Gbps and 100 Gbps network 
cards.
Difficult to fix the kernel, so bypass it.
The era of Kernel bypass ... DPDK and netmap

2

+F
⑥#whyBypass

⑦Netmap
-



Scalability
↓↓ sO_REUSEPORT
notmapRSS/RPS I

↓
↓ scale accept is

Scaled packet system
call

Kernel bypass
processingin
the nesnel

-
Kernel network

stack optimization

(Complete scaling ofpacketprocessing
in

vegerspace)

spul Cpuz cou3

⑤ W *Each thread
has its

own

3 ( \ copy
of

the data

structures

Userspace

·- Red-
-

--

from RxRing2 Rx443

ring XSS (to directpackets
RX

ex


